
The Intuitive Tarot

by Medicator

"Every man possesses within himself a Magic Mirror, which, as his Soul
gains in strength, discloses to him more and more Knowledge of the
Manifestation of the Unity."

   One day I discovered the music of the Beatles. It opened a door in
me to a new world of emotions. The music moved and inspired me to
create a new Major Arcana. Thus the Intuitive Tarot was born. The
song "The Fool on the Hill" was the initial inspiration because it moved
me so much. 
   All the cards have been created in an intuitive way. As I progressed
through the Major Arcana, the images and archetypes were flowing
freely from my mind onto the paper. It was pure pleasure to express
these deep and wonderful feelings. When I was drawing the images I
didn't think about their meaning. After the completion of the deck as I
looked at each card  I would begin to understand why that particular
image  came  through.  The  Intuitive  tarot  is  an  excellent  tool  for
meditation.  It  provides  for  alternative  meaning  and  deeper  under-
standing of the Major Arcana. The tarot cards are tools by which we
can change our consciousness. By meditation on their images we can
gain access again to the our unconscious roots which shape our lives.
It  is  never  too  late  to  open  yourself  to  this  magical  world  full  of
mysteries.

0. The Fool

  This is the "Fool on the Hill" seeing the sun going down and the world
going round. It gives us a perspective of who we are in essence, and
what we are doing here on planet earth. The Fool is pondering and
wondering because he hasn't gotten the answers yet. His essence, the
star in the upper right corner of the card, is out in the Cosmos and
ready to incarnate.



1. The Magician

   The Magician's hat is long and conical because this shape brings
special energies into his head. The raven points to the character of
Odin-Wodan, the father-wizard of the European fore-fathers. The Star
Essence is at the level of the Crown Chakra, the center of inflowing
divine energy.

2. The High Priestess

   When her image came through I felt that she was from very ancient
times, probably  Atlantean. I had never before seen a similar 'helmet'.
It seems to portray her status. She is very pure, light and refined. The
Star Essence has descended to the level of the Ajna Chakra, the center
of clear perception.

3. The Empress

   The Mother cherishes the World as her baby, as her child. She takes
ultimate care for it. In the Cabala, the Mother as Malkuth is also called
the Gate, because we enter the Tree of Life (and ourselves) through
this Gate. The medieval alchemist Paracelsus said that he who wants
to become enlightened first has to enter his Mother again.  The Star
Essence is at the level of the Throat Chakra, the center of creative
expression.

4. The Emperor

   Arthur  is  drawing  the  sword  Excalibur  from the  stone,  a  clear
reference to alchemy. In this card the stone is floating on water to add
to the symbolism. At the same time Arthur is depicted in the posture of
Paracelsus from a famous portrait. The Star Essence is at the level of
the Heart Chakra, the center of ego-consciousness.

5. The High Priest



   He is the counterpart of the High Priestess. The Star Essence is at
the level of the Solar Plexus Chakra, the center of relationships and the
transfer of magical energy.

6. The Lovers

  The  Lovers  are  together  in  their  own  created  world  of  mutual
attraction and play. 
The Star Essence is at the level of the sex chakra, the center of not
only  sexual  expression  but  also  the  realm  of  the  Moon  and  its
corresponding world of images, dreams and fantasy. 

7. The Chariot.

   The Chariot  is the body of man, a vehicle for soul  and spirit  to
express itself and act in the physical world. As if on wheels, man never
stands  still,  but  continuously  progresses  through  the  perils  and
fortunes of life. The Star Essence as arrived at the base of the spine,
where it will rest until awakened.

8. Justice

   Justice requires the stilling of emotions and thoughts in order to
hasten decisions and preconceptions. One needs to get in touch with
the Higher Self.

9. The Hermit

   The Hermit has a third eye which he uses to look inside. Only then
he will be able to return to the Source.

10. The Wheel

   The Wheel of Time is ever turning, ever going forward. Father time is
as old as the Universe. He has seen all sentient beings come and go,
civilizations arise and collapse. So is it with man, he is born, he lives,
dies and is reborn again.



11. Strength

   When I drew this card, I had no idea why an image of a sword and a
woman's face came through. Later in   contemplation  I remembered
the sword is  a symbol  of  the Force, of  Strength, in man. It  is  the
magical 
sword of fairy tales and science-fiction. The face of the woman comes
out of the dark and is close to the Sword. Her expression tells us that
to  use  the  Force  in  the  proper  way  one  has  to  be  pure  of  mind.
Negative or disturbing  emotions or thoughts are not allowed. This is
why she has a clear, fierce and penetrating look. It cuts through the
darkness of the soul. Her power is awesome and does not allow any
mistakes. She is a Servant of the Light.

12. The Hanged Man

   The Hanged Man is about turning one's world upside down, to see
what is behind the outer world. Thus one discovers what is to be found
hidden  in  his  own  subconscious,  revealing  the  deeper  values  and
energies of his soul. The music of the sixties, especially the music of
the Beatles, brought a lot of young people in touch with other realities
within themselves.

13. Death

   Death has no face. He is equal to anyone he touches. Death is a part
of the cycle of life, the green color in the card is the color of life. 

14. Temperance

   A  fairy  is  sprinkling  life-fluidum  into  the  physical  world.  This
archetype is about balancing  energies. 



15. The Devil

   He expresses a purely materialistic approach in the forces of nature,
enslaving man to the lowest of the planes of existence.

16. The Tower

   A sudden burst of divine energy flowing into the crown breaks down
the structures of a lifetime. A necessary event for the progress of the
soul.

17. The Star

   I came upon this face in a painting from the French painter Michel
Desimon. It expressed exactly the star quality, the innocence of the
pure soul, that I was looking for.

18. The Moon

   A lunar landscape with a personification of Luna.

19.20.21.

   The three traditional cards of The Sun, Judgment and The World are
expressed into this  one card of  a Man-Woman with the Sun in the
Eyes.


